
Setting Up a Home Gym
1. EXERCISE MAT
An exercise or yoga mat makes floor exercises way more comfortable 
at home.  You can perform ab work, pushups, and a variety of stretches 
and yoga poses from your mat.  Look for a thicker mat to provide more 
cushioning, especially if working on a hard floor. Using a mat is a great 
way to make sure that you’ve got a designated workout space.  You can 
also bring your mat to the beach, outdoors, or backyard for a change in 
scenery.

2. RESISTANCE BANDS
Resistance bands are a great option for at home strength training because 
they’re lightweight, inexpensive, and don’t take up a lot of space.  Closed 
resistance bands are a great way to add an extra challenge to lower body 
exercises, by creating more resistance on the glutes when performing 
squats. Resistance bands with handles are a great option for  making 
a total upper body workout including back rows, lat pull downs, bicep 
curls, tricep kickbacks and shoulder raises.

3. KETTLE BELLS
Kettlebells are a versatile piece of equipment that are great for    working 
your muscles and getting your heart rate up. Traditional  exercises include 
single and double arm swings, Turkish getups, squat to high-pull, front 
squats, and variety of lunges.  You  can also use these for upper body 
exercises like single arm back rows, high pull to press, and bicep curls. 
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Setting Up a Home Gym continued
4. DUMBELLS
Dumbbells open up a world of opportunity when it comes to at-home 
workouts. Use them to do isolated strength exercises like bicep curls 
and shoulder raises or increase the difficulty by using them during 
compound exercises like lunges and squat presses. We recommend 
getting one light, one medium, and one heavier set.  Lighter dumbbells 
can be used for exercises like raises and tricep kickbacks.  Medium to 
heavy dumbbells can be used for presses, rows, curls, and additional 
weight for leg exercises like squats and lunges.

5. JUMP ROPE
There are plenty of ways to fit in cardio at home. Jump ropes are 
an inexpensive way to get the heart rate up fast for a more intense 
session. Start with smaller goals (20 jumps) and build up to        jumping 
rope for 60 seconds. Additional benefits of jumping rope are that it 
also works your arms, shoulders, core, legs and calves. 

6. TRX SUSUPENSION TRAINER
While TRX fitness classes are a popular studio offering these days, the 
training system itself is actually designed for at home workouts. If you’re 
looking for a solid fitness  investment, TRX straps can work your entire 
body with endless exercise options including rows, suspended planks, 
pushups, flys, curls, squats, lunges, split squats, tricep extensions, and 
many more compound movements. TRX suspension trainers are ideal 
for both strength and cardio training as it uses your own body weight 
and can be adjusted by foot placement.  Their website offers plenty of 
beginner and advanced training workouts which makes it perfect for 
all levels of participants.  

Creek Fit South - Located inside the Community Center, 1100 Lyons Road, 954-545-6688
Creek Fit North - Located Inside the Recreation Complex, 4455 Sol Press Boulevard, 954-545-6650


